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Incredibly easy to use for both beginners and professionals, TOP DVD to 3GP Converter
helps you to watch your favorite DVD movies in your mobile phones anytime anywhere. It
converts DVD-9, DVD-5 and IFO image files to 3GP, 3GPP2, BlackBerry 3GP, BlackBerry
AMR, BlackBerry AVI, BlackBerry MPEG-4, etc.

With TOP DVD to 3GP Converter, you can preview the movie, clip the movie segments,
snapshot the images in preview, customize the output effect, shut down the computer
automatically after converting finished, convert files to 3GP in batches, etc.

TOP DVD to 3GP Converter, remarkable with its super high converting speed and quality, will
be the great mate of your mobile phones.

Download it right now and have a try for free!

Key Features

Flexible 3GP DVD converter

Extremely easy to convert DVD to 3GPP, 3GPP2, BlackBerry 3GP, BlackBerry AMR,
BlackBerry AVI, BlackBerry MPEG-4.
Support the image format of BMP.

Powerful functions

You can preview the movie before converting.
Take a snapshot and save them in BMP format if you like some images in the movie.
Freely adjust the output settings like audio channel, audio quality, video quality and
video size to get the effect you like most.
Split one file into several by clicking the "chapter" button.
Automatically shut down the computer after conversion is finished.

Efficient and effortless conversion

Easy-to-use and fresh interface brings you great audio&video performance.
Perfectly compatible with your mobile phones.
Unmatchable conversion speed and excellent conversion quality.

Reference
Input format support:    DVD-5, DVD-9, IFO image files
Output video format support :   3GPP, 3GPP2, BlackBerry 3GP, BlackBerry AMR, BlackBerry
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AVI, BlackBerry MPEG-4
Output image format support:    BMP

System Requirement
OS:     Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor:    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM:    512MB memory or above
Hard Disk:    100MB or above
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